In general, the motion of maneuvering targets is described by acceleration model which is a kinematic model including position derivatives up to the second order. It is found that for tracking highly maneuvering targets, it is necessary to include higher order 
I. Introduction
ALMAN filters are extensively used in target tracking applications 1 . In these applications, the state of the target includes its position and the time-derivatives of the position. For targets moving with constant velocity, these models include the first derivative of position and for targets moving with constant acceleration they include second derivative of position 2 . Models with second order derivatives are preferred for tracking maneuvering targets and referred to as acceleration models. However, for highly maneuvering targets, it is seen 1 that the tracking performance of acceleration model is not very accurate. The reason for this degradation could be attributed to the fact that under large maneuver conditions, higher order derivatives of position become significant. In ref. [1] an approach to handle highly maneuvering targets is presented when the target executes large maneuvers. The procedure involves inclusion of third order derivative of the target position in the state model and this model is termed 'jerk model' for target tracking.
In the Singer model 3 , which is the standard model for modeling target maneuvers, the target acceleration is assumed to be first-order Markov process. The same concept has been extended to model target jerk. In this paper, the jerk is modeled as a zero-mean first order Markov process and a four state extended Kalman filter (EKF) employing jerk model is evolved. Detailed derivations of most of the expressions in ref. [1] are provided. IRST and Radar mathematical models are presented and used to simulated the data. The performance of jerk model is compared with constant acceleration model in Radar and IRST data fusion using simulated trajectory of a target undergoing evasive maneuver. Results are presented in terms of estimation errors in state variables, root mean
II. Sensor Models
In most of the aerospace applications sensors are needed in order to localize the position of the targets, track the target as they move. Since estimation is to be done with the aid of sensors, appropriate sensors are chosen to collect data for different applications. Sensor mathematical models are required for generating realistic sensor data for validating estimation and tracking algorithms which could also be used for Multi Sensor Data Fusion (MSDF) applications. The estimation and tracking algorithms for real time applications need to be validated using simulation studies. The mathematical models of the sensors help in generating realistic data. Radar and IRST measurements are expressed in spherical coordinates. Radar measurement model:
elevation: 
III. Target Motion Modeling with Jerk
Target jerk could be described as a process that is correlated in time. Fast and evasive maneuvers will result in faster decay of jerk correlation compared to slow and lazy maneuvers, which will have longer correlation times. Target jerk can be represented using exponential correlation function as: 
The measurement vector at ) 1 ( + k th instant is:
where H : Observation matrix v : measurement noise vector assumed uncorrelated to the process noise.
IV. Tracking in One Dimension using Jerk Model
In this section, detailed derivations are provided for the state model and process noise covariance matrix for a target moving in one dimension with constant jerk. The same can be extended for target tracking in three dimensions. Discretization of eq.(9) results in
is a transition matrix of the linear time-invariant system between the instants k and 1 + k , and ) (k u is discrete white noise vector defined as:
The state transition matrix can be obtained from (eq. 13) by series expansion of the right-hand side as 
For small T α the state transition matrix can be written as:
which means that the filter assumes the jerk to be constant between the sampling instants.
The uncertainty in state estimation due to random target dynamics or miss-modeling of target dynamics is typically represented by the process noise covariance matrix Q
for time-invariant systems. Hence eq. (18) can be written as:
Using expanded form of B and matrix Φ from eq. (15) ) (k Q can be written as 
For simplicity if we assume that
The eq.(20) can be written as: Similarly the other elements in the matrix can be computed and are given below: T  2  2  T  T  2  3  3  2  2  5   e  T  e  4  e  3  3   T  T  T  2 Similarly the rest of the elements can be derived.
A. Extended Kalman Filter
Generally, the EKF is done in two steps viz., time updation and measurement updation. In this report the time updation is done in Cartesian coordinates and measurement updation is done in spherical coordinates 6 .
Time updation:
Predicted state vector:
Predicted state error covariance:
Measurement updation:
Measurement fusion is done by concatenation of measurement vector from imaging sensor & radar and the corresponding observation matrices are appended to each other.
Predicted measurement: 
Kalman gain is computed as:
State error covariance matrix:
B. Extended Kalman Filter Initialization
Ten percentage deviation from the true state vector could be used to initialize the position, velocity and acceleration states in EKF. The jerk state is initialized to zero. The initial state estimates are given by:
where X : initial estimated state vector at scan number one t X : true state vector at scan number one
The expression for the initial state error covariance matrix is given by:
Each of the elements in P represents the uncertainty in the initial estimates of the states.
V. Tracking in 3D Space
The measurements are assumed to be available in spherical coordinates in terms of range, azimuth and elevation 
A. Acceleration Model
The general form of the acceleration model is given by: 
B. Jerk Model
The jerk model has the general form 
VI. Results and Discussion
The tracking performance of the EKF with an acceleration model (eqs.38-39) and jerk model in the states (eqs.40-41) is illustrated with simulated data of a target subjected to constant jerk 1 . Performance of four-state jerk model with three state acceleration model is compared with simulated data. The sampling time T is 0.5sec. The target starts at position (0,0,100) with constant velocity of -100m/s in x-axis and 10m/s in y-axis. A step jerk of 0.009m/s 3 is applied along x-axis at 50s and -0.009m/s 3 is applied along z-axis at 125s, which results in a ramp acceleration, parabola velocity and cubic position variation.
Random noises with the following variances are added to range, azimuth and elevation to generate noisy measurement data:
Measurement noise variances for IRST: for both the models. Although in the acceleration model it is the target acceleration that is correlated and in the jerk model it is the target jerk that is correlated, the same α is used to describe both the models to maintain a degree of analytical similarity between the two models. Table- 1 and mean absolute error in position, velocity and acceleration are shown in Table- 2. From these tables, it is observed that jerk model performed very well. The innovation sequences along with theoretical bounds are shown in Fig.7 . Autocorrelation of residuals with bounds are shown in Fig.8 for whiteness test. It shows that both models satisfy the whiteness test. The state errors with bounds are shown in Figs. 9-11. It is observed that, the uncertainty in the state estimates is less in case of jerk model. Absolute errors in position, velocity and acceleration are shown in Figs. 12-14. It is observed that absolute errors are less with the jerk model of all sates with the improvement being most significant for the acceleration states. The norm and trace of the state error covariance matrix are shown in Fig. 15 . It is observed that the norm and trace of the state error covariance matrix are less in case of jerk model that shows that the uncertainty in estimated states is less. The NEES and NIS are shown in Fig. 16 . The average value of NIS is almost five and equal to the order of measurement vector that shows the robustness of the filter. It is learned that EKF filter would never satisfy the NEES criteria.
From the results it is clear that even for this case of simulated data, where the maneuver is slow and the acceleration is not very high, the acceleration errors are lesser when jerk model is used for tracking. It is seen that acceleration models fail to converge or result in large biases when the maneuvers are more vigorous whereas jerk models are seen to give good tracking performance under large maneuvers.
VII. Concluding Remarks
Jerk models, which include derivatives of position up to the third order, are used for tracking maneuvering targets. The performance of an extended Kalman filter with the jerk model is evaluated and compared with that of an EKF with acceleration model for simulated data of a target undergoing slow maneuvers. Detailed derivations and expressions for the jerk model in one/three dimensions and process noise covariances are presented. Measurement fusion strategy had been adopted to fuse the IRST and radar data. Simulation results clearly indicate that the tracking performance of the jerk model is superior to that of the acceleration model even when the maneuver is slow. It is expected that the performance improvement will be more significant when the target undergoes agile maneuvers. 
